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Abstract
All faces (and specifically extremals) of the cone CPm;n are characterized as are its interior
and boundary. © 2000 Published by Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Preliminaries
Let V be a finite dimensional real topological vector space. Then a nonempty
subset K of V is a cone if K CK  K and K  K for all  > 0. A cone K is
pointed ifK \ .−K/ D f0gIK is full if int K =D ;IK is reproducing if span K D V .
In a finite-dimensional real vector space, a cone is full if and only if it is reproducing
if and only if K −K D V [2, Remark 1.2]. Also, we shall always require that K is
a closed set in the topology on V. A cone that is pointed, full, and closed is called a
proper cone [15, p. 81]. A cone F  K is a face of K, denoted F E K , if and only
if x 2 K; y − x 2 K; and y 2 F imply x 2 F:We shall often refer to the dimension
of a cone (subcone), by which we shall mean the dimension of span K .
If S  K , then U.S/ will denote the smallest face of K containing S, viz., U.S/ D
\fF j S  F;F E Kg: We call U.S/ the face generated by S. Let F E K . If there is
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an x 2 K such that F D U.x/, then F is called a cyclic face of K. If K is a cone in a
finite dimensional vector space V, then every face of K is cyclic [5, Remark 2.24]. In
fact, if F E K , then F D U.x/ if and only if x 2 rel int F [5, Corollary 2.20]. Also,
we have that for x 2 K , U.x/ D fy 2 Kj 9  > 0 such that x − y 2 Kg:
A face F E K is called an extreme ray if dim F D 1. Equivalently, if U.x/ D
fxj  > 0g, then U.x/ is an extreme ray and x is called an extremal. The set of all
extremals of K is denoted Ext K . If V is a finite dimensional vector space, then K is
the convex hull of its extreme rays [10, Theorem 2.3].
Let V be a real inner product space. The set
K D fz 2 V jhz; yi > 0 for all y 2 Kg
is called the dual cone of K. Furthermore, K D K [14, Lemma 2], and y 2 int K
if and only if hz; yi > 0 for all nonzero vectors z 2 K [14, Corollary 1]. This will
be addressed in more detail in the sequel. If K is a proper cone, then K is a proper
cone as well [14, p. 508].
A cone K is said to be the direct sum of two subsets K1 and K2 if span K1 \
span K2 D f0g, andK D K1 CK2: A cone K is said to be decomposable if K can be
written as the direct sum of two nonzero subsetsK1 andK2; we writeK D K1 K2.
Loewy and Schneider [10] have shown that if K D K1 K2, then K1 and K2 are
faces of K.
LetF.K/ denote the set of all faces of K. The duality operator, dK , is defined to
be the mapping dK VF.K/!F.K/ given by dK.F / D .span F/? \K, where
.span F/? denotes the orthogonal complement to the span of F. This definition
is given by Tam [15,16]. It is shown to be equivalent to dKF D fy 2 Kj 8x 2
F; hy; xi D 0g. In fact, it is easily seen that if F D U.x/, then dK.U.x// D fy 2
Kjhy; xi D 0g. Since K is a cone, there is an analogous definition for dK .
Barker [1, p. 164] has shown that dK  dKF , denoted clKF , is a closure opera-
tion (cf. [6]). This “closure” should not be confused with the topological closure of
F as all faces of a closed cone are topologically closed. A face F of a cone K is said
to be exposed if F D dK.G/ for some G E K.
The following theorem shows that many cone properties are preserved under a
vector space isomorphism. When we say that two cones are isomorphic, we mean
that there is a vector space isomorphism between the ambient vector spaces that
maps one cone onto the other. The proof of the following theorem is straightforward
and shall be omitted.
Theorem 1.1. Let V1 and V2 be finite dimensional vector spaces. Let K be a cone
in V1; and let  be a vector space isomorphism from V1 to V2. Then
(i)  .K/ is a cone in the vector space V2.
(ii) If F E K; then  .F/ E  .K/.
(iii)  preserves the dimensional of faces.
(iv) If x is an extremal in K, then  .x/ is an extremal in  .K/.
(v) If F D UK.x/ where x 2 K; then  .F/ D U .K/. .x//.
(vi) K is decomposable if and only if  .K/ is decomposable.
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2. Characterizations of CPm;n
The study of completely positive linear transformations, CPm;n, has played an im-
portant role in the study of .PSDm;PSDn/ (see [7,13]). A mappingT is said to be
completely positive if 1p ⊗T is positive-semidefinite preserving for all positive in-
tegers p, where 1p ⊗T V Mp.Mm/! Mp.Mn/ is defined by 1p ⊗T..Aij /16i;j6p/
D .T.Aij //16i;j6p. It is known that CPm;n is a proper, self-dual cone in the real
vector space of all hermitian preserving linear transformations [4], and that
.PSDm;PSDn/  CPm;n  .PSDm;PSDn/;
where inclusion is strict if m;n > 2.
Poluikis and Hill [13] have given a set of characterization theorems for the
completely positive maps. Before listing some of these we give some notation
(cf. [12,13]).
Let S D f.i; j/ V i D 1; : : : ; qI j D 1; : : : ; ng. An ordering on S, called the lex-
icographical ordering, is given by
.i; j/ < .r; s/ () i < r or .i D r and j < s/:
A second ordering, the antilexicographical ordering, is given by
.i; j/ < .r; s/ () j < s or .j D s and i < r/:
Corresponding to each of these orderings we define bijections from S onto
f1; : : : ; qng by Ti; j U D .i − 1/nC j and hi; j i D .j − 1/q C i, respectively. Letting
Mn.Mq/ denote the set of n n block matrices whose elements are from Mq , we
define mappings
C V Mq2;n2 ! Mn.Mq/ and W V Mq2;n2 ! Mn.Mq/
by
C.T /ijrs D tTi;j U;Tr;sU D t irjs ; i; j D 1; : : : ; q; r; s D 1; : : : ; n;
and
W.T /ijrs D thr;si;hi;ji D tsjri ; i; j D 1; :::; n; r; s D 1; :::; q:
Here t ijrs denotes the .r; s/th element of the .i; j/th block. With respect to this
notation, matrices in Mq2;n2 are partitioned into qn blocks of size q  n, whereas
matrices in Mn.Mq/ are partitioned into n2 blocks of size q  q . The mapping C
rearranges the q2 rows of T 2 Mq2;n2 into n n blocks ordered lexicographically,
whereas W rearranges the n2 columns of T into q  q blocks ordered antilexico-
graphically.
If T 2 L.Mm;Mn/, then hTi will denote its matrix representation with respect
to the unit matricesEi;j , ordered antilexicographically. If S  L.Mm;Mn/, then hSi
will denote the set of matrix representations of elements of S. We choose this mat-
rix representation for a transformation in L.Mm;Mn/ because .T.Eij // D W.hTi/
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[13] and Choi [7, Theorem 2] has shown that a transformation is completely positive
if and only if .T.Eij // is positive-semidefinite. The following theorem was given
by Poluikus and Hill [13, Theorem 1].
Theorem 2.1. Let T V Mm ! Mn be a linear transformation. Then the following
are equivalent:
(i) T is completely positive.
(ii) There exist A1; : : : ; As 2 Mn;m and positive reals 1; : : : ; s such that hTi DPs
iD1 iAi ⊗K Ai .
(iii) There exist A1; : : : ; As 2 Mn;m such that hTi DPsiD1 Ai ⊗K Ai .
(iv) There exist A1; : : : ; As 2 Mn;m and .dij / 2 PSDs such that hTi DPs
i;jD1 dijAi ⊗K Aj .
(v) The block matrix .T.Eij //16i;j6n is positive semidefinite.
(vi) C.hTi/ is positive semidefinite.
(vii) C.hTitr/ is positive semidefinite.
(viii) W.hTi/ is positive semidefinite.
(ix) W.hTitr/ is positive semidefinite.
(x) T is completely positive.
Also, Barker et al. [4, Theorem 1] have shown that C defines an isometric iso-
morphism between hCPni D fhTijT 2 CPm;ng and PSDmn.
We can obtain stronger results if we assume that the Ai’s in the Kronecker sums
are linearly independent. We have the following result from Poluikis and Hill [13].
Theorem 2.2 [13, Theorem 3]. Let A1;: : : ;As be linearly independent in Mn;m.
Then:
(i) Psi;jD1 dijAi ⊗K Aj represents a completely positive linear transformation iff
.dij / is positive semidefinite.
(ii) PsiD1 iAi ⊗K Ai represents a completely positive transformation iff 1; : : : ; s
are all nonnegative.
In fact, we can show that in an expression of the form given in part (iii) Theorem
2.1, the Ai’s can always be chosen to be linearly independent. This observation is
made in the proof of [13, Theorem 4].
Theorem 2.3. Let T V Mm! Mn. Then T is completely positive iff there exist
A1; : : : ; As linearly independent in Mn;m such that hTi DPsiD1 Ai ⊗K Ai .
3. Faces of CPm;n
In this section we shall give characterizations for all the faces of CPm;n.
Lemma 3.1. Let T;S 2 CPm;n. If T 2 UCPm;n .S/; then T.A/ 2 UPSDn .S.A//
for every A 2 PSDm.
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Proof. Observe that T 2 UCPm;n .S/ if and only if there exists  > 0 such that
S− T 2 CPm;n [5, Lemma 2.10]. However, CPm;n  .PSDm;PSDn/. Thus, for
every A 2 PSDm, S.A/− T.A/ 2 PSDn. Therefore, T.A/ 2 UPSDn .S.A// for
every A 2 PSDm. 
Let A 2 Mm;n. Write A D TA.1/ A.2/   A.n/U whereA.j/ 2 Cn is the jth column
of A. Lancaster and Tismenetsky [11] have defined the vec function which maps
Mm;n to Cmn as follows:
vec.A/ D
0BBB@
A.1/
A.2/
:::
A.n/
1CCCA :
In other words, vec .A/ forms a vector in Cmn by stacking the columns of A. It is eas-
ily verified that C.A⊗K A/ D vv where v D vec.A/. Through the isomorphism
C we obtain the following characterization theorem for the faces of CPm;n.
Theorem 3.1. Let S;T 2 CPm;n. Let fB1; : : : ; Br g and fA1; : : : ; Asg be linearly
independent sets of elements of Mm;n such that hSi DPriD1 Bi ⊗K Bi and hTi DPs
iD1 Ai ⊗K Ai . ThenT 2 U.S/ if and only if vec.Ai /x D 0 for all i D 1; : : : ; s
whenever x 2TriD1.vec.Bi /?/.
Proof. Since C  hi defines an isomorphism between CPm;n and PSDmn [4], we
may apply Theorem 1.1 to obtain C.hUCPm;n .S/i/ D UPSDmn
(
C.hSi.
Barker and Carlson [3] have characterized all faces of PSDmn as follows:
UPSDmn.B/ D fA 2 PSDmnjAx D 0 whenever x 2N.B/g:
Thus, we see that
UCPm;n .S/ D

T 2 CPn2 V C.hTi/x D 0 whenever x 2N
(
C.hSi/}:
Now C.hTi/ is an element of PSDmn, and thus C.hTi/ DPsiD1 vivi where vi D
vec.Ai / for i D 1; : : : ; s. Since vec./ is an isomorphism and fAigsiD1 is a linearly
independent set, we have that fvigsiD1 is a linearly independent set in Cmn. Therefore,
C.hTi/x D 0 ()
 
sX
iD1
viv

i
!
x D 0 () vivi x D 0 8i:
The last implication follows from the linear independence of the vi ’s. Also, since
C−1 D C, we have that C.vivi / D Ai ⊗K Ai .
Now observe that C.hSi/ can be written as PriD1 uiui where ui D vec.Bi / and
that fuigriD1 is a linear independent set of vectors in Cmn. Therefore,
C.hSi/x D 0 ()
 
rX
iD1
uiu

i
!
x D 0 () uiui x D 0 8i () x 2
r\
iD1
.ui/
?:
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Again observe that C−1.uiui / D Bi ⊗K Bi . We have shown that T 2 U.S/ if
and only if vec.Ai /x D 0 for all i D 1; : : : ; s whenever x 2
Tr
iD1 vec.Bi /?. 
It is easy to verify that vec.Ai /x D
Pm
lD1
Pn
kD1 ail;k x.l−1/nCk. From this obser-
vation and Theorem 3.1, the following result is immediate:
Theorem 3.2. The following are equivalent:
(i) F E CPm;n.
(ii) There exist B1; : : : ; Br 2 Mm;n such that
hF i D
(
sX
iD1
Ai ⊗K Ai jAi D .ail;k/ 2Mn
and
mX
lD1
nX
kD1
ail;k x.l−1/nCk D 0
whenever
mX
lD1
nX
kD1
b
j
l;k x.l−1/nCk D 0 8 j D 1 to r
)
:
(iii) There exist B1; : : : ; Br 2Mn such that
F D
(
T 2 CPn V hTi D
sX
iD1
Ai ⊗K Ai where vec.Ai /x D 0
whenever x 2
r\
iD1
vec.Bi /?
)
:
In the canonical (Theorem 2.2) representation, we obtain a characterization of the
faces of CPm;n that does not depend on C.
Theorem 3.3. Let T 2 CPm;n. Let A1; : : : ; As be linearly independent in Mn;m
such that hTi DPsi;jD1 dijAi ⊗K Aj . Then S 2 UCPm;n .T/ iff hSi DPsi;jD1
cijAi ⊗K Aj where .cij / 2 UPSDs ..dij //.
Proof. ( ) By [13, Theorem 3] .dij / 2 PSDs . Let hSi DPsi;jD1 cijAi ⊗K Aj
where .cij / 2 UPSDs ..dij //. Then there exists  > 0 such that .dij /− .cij / 2 PSDs
[5, Corollary 2.10]. Thus,
hTi − hSi D
sX
iD1
T.dij /− .cij /UAi ⊗K Aj :
By [13, Theorem 3], we have that hTi − hSi represents an element of CPm;n,
and therefore,S 2 UCPm;n.T/.
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()) Let S 2 UCPm;n .T/. Extend fA1; : : : ; Asg to a basis fA1; : : : ; Amng for
Mn;m. Since the Kronecker product is a tensor product, fAi ⊗K Aj j i; j D 1; : : : ;
mng is a basis for Mmn D L.Mm;Mn/. Thus, there exists a matrix .cij / 2 Mmn
such that hSi DPmni;jD1 cijAi ⊗K Aj . Since S 2 UCPm;n .T/, there exists  > 0
such that T− S 2 CPm;n, or, equivalently, hTi − hSi represents an element
of CPm;n. However,
hTi − hSi D
mnX
i;jD1
Tdij − cij UAi ⊗K Aj ;
where dij D 0 if i > s or j > s. By [13, Theorem 3], we have that .dij − cij / 2
PSDmn. Recall that all the principal minors of positive semidefinite matrix must be
nonnegative. Therefore, since dii D 0 if i > s, we have that cii D 0 if i > s. This
implies that cij D 0 if i > s or j > s. Therefore, hSi DPsi;jD1 cijAi ⊗K Aj , and
.cij / 2 UPSDs ..dij //. 
Clearly we can use the above theorem to give characterizations for the extremals
of CPm;n. However, we can give these without the assumption that the Ai’s are
linearly independent.
Theorem 3.4. Let T V Mm ! Mn. Then
(i) T 2 Ext CPn iff there exists an A 2 Mn such that hTi D A⊗K A.
(ii) If hTi DPsiD1 Ai ⊗K Ai where A1; : : : ; As 2 Mn;m; then T 2 Ext CPn iff
Ai D iA1 for all i D 1; : : : ; s.
(iii) T 2 Ext CPn iff there existA1; : : : ; As 2 Mq;n and .dij / 2 Ext PSDs such that
hTi DPsi;jD1 dijAi ⊗K Aj .
Proof. (i) and (ii) Hill and Waters [9, Theorem 3.8] have shown that C is an ex-
tremal of PSDn if and only if C D vv where v 2 Cn. Since C gives a one-to-one
correspondence between the extremals of PSDmn and the extremals of CPm;n, we
have thatT is an extremal of CPn if and only if hTi D C−1.vv/ D A⊗K A where
A 2 Mn;m and vec.A/ D v.
(iii) ( ) By Carlson’s theorem [8, p. 139],
sX
i;jD1
dijAi ⊗K Aj D
sX
iD1
iBi ⊗K Bi;
where the i’s are the eigenvalues of .dij / and Bj DPsiD1 uijAi with U D .uij /,
the unitary matrix that diagonalizes .dij /. Since .dij / 2 Ext PSDs it has one positive
eigenvalue,say k , and the rest are zero [9, Theorem 3.8]. Therefore,
sX
i;jD1
dijAi ⊗K Aj D kBk ⊗K Bk;
which is an extremal of CPn.
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()) For any s we can construct the appropriate form as follows: IfT 2 Ext CPn
then hTi D A⊗K A for some A 2 Mn;m. Choosing A1 D A;A2 D 0; : : : ; As D 0
and dij D 1 if i D j D 1 and zero otherwise, we have hTi in the desired form. 
Theorem 3.5. All faces of CPm;n have dimension k2 for some 0 6 k 6 mn.
Proof. Hill and Waters [9, Corollary 3.7] have shown that all faces of PSDn have
dimension k2 for some 0 6 k 6 n. By Theorem 1.1, C gives a one-to-one corres-
pondence between the faces of PSDmn and those of CPm;n, and C preserves the
dimension of faces. Since all faces of PSDmn have dimension k2 for 0 6 k 6 mn,
the same holds for CPm;n. 
Theorem 3.6. Every face of CPm;n is exposed.
Proof. Since CPm;n (PSDmn) is self-dual, the image of the duality operator lies
in CPm;n (PSDmn). By an obvious extension of [15, Proposition 1.1], we have that
every face of a cone is exposed if and only if the duality operator is injective. Since
every face of PSDmn is exposed [18] and PSDmn is self-dual, we have that dPSDmn
is bijective. Barker et al. [4, Theorem 1] have shown that C  hi is an isometry, i.e.,
hC.hTi/;C.hSi/i D hT;Si. Thus,
T 2 dCPm;n
(
U.S/
 () C.hTi/ 2 dPSDmnU.C.hSi//:
This and the fact that C is bijective imply that dCPm;n D .C  hi/−1  dPSDmn  .C 
hi/. Thus, dCPm;n is bijective, and therefore, every face of CPm;n is exposed. 
Theorem 3.7. The cone CPn is indecomposable.
Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that PSDn is indecomposable (cf.
[18]) and Theorem 1.1(vi). 
4. The interior and boundary of CPm;n
In this section, we shall give results that allow us to determine whether an element
of the cone CPm;n lies in its interior or on its boundary. These results will even
allow us to determine the dimensions of the faces in which an element lies. These
properties are characterized for PSDn in [9, Theorem 3.6]. Since C  hi gives an
isometric isomorphism between CPm;n and PSDmn and in finite dimensional spaces
isomorphisms are homeomorphisms, we can determine all of this information for
CPm;n from that of PSDmn. Further, we give some fairly general results for the
boundary of CPm;n. First we must prove a theorem for PSDn.
Lemma 4.1. Let A 2 Mn. Then A 2 int PSDn (D PDn) iff A DPniD1 xixi wherefxigniD1 forms a basis for Cn.
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Proof. ()) Since A 2 PDn:A is unitarily similar to a diagonal matrix with positive
diagonal entries. Therefore, there exists a unitary matrix U such that
A D UDU D
nX
iD1
iU
.i/.U.i// D
nX
iD1
p
iU
.i/.
p
iU
.i//;
where the U.i/’s are the n linearly independent columns (eigenvectors of A) of U and
the i ’s are the corresponding eigenvalues of A.
( ) Let A DPniD1 xixi where fxigniD1 forms a basis for Cn. Since A 2 PSDn,
it is sufficient to show that A is invertible. Let y 2 Cn. Suppose that 0 D Ay DPn
iD1hxi; yixi . By the linear independence of the xi’s, hxi; yi D 0 8i. But this im-
plies that hx; yi D 0 8x. Therefore, y D 0, and we have shown that A is invertible.

Theorem 4.1. LetT 2 CPm;n and suppose there existA1; A2; : : : ; Ar 2 Mn;m such
that hTi DPriD1 Ai ⊗K Ai . If r < mn thenT 2 bd CPn.
Proof. Observe that
C.hTi/ D
rX
iD1
C.Ai ⊗K Ai/ D
rX
iD1
aia

i ;
where ai D vec.Ai / 2 Cmn. Then rank.C.hTi// 6 r < mn. Therefore C.hTi/ is
singular and thus cannot be positive definite. Consequently,
Pr
iD1 Ai ⊗K Ai =2
int CPm;n. 
This result differs greatly from the following analogous one for .PSDm;PSDn/.
Theorem 4.2. LetT 2 .PSDm;PSDn/ and suppose there exist A1; A2; : : : ; Ar 2
Mn;m such that hTi DPriD1 iAi ⊗K Ai where i D 1. If r < n then T 2
bd .PSDm;PSDn/.
Proof. Recall that int .PSDm;PSDn/ D fT VT.PSDmn0/  PDng. Let x 2 Cm.
Then
T.xx/ D
rX
iD1
iAixx
Ai D
rX
iD1
i.Aix/.Aix/
:
Since r < n and the rank of a sum of matrices is less than or equal to the sum of their
ranks [11, Proposition 2, p. 96], rank.T.xx// < n. Therefore,T.xx/ =2 PDn. 
We can determine more about the boundary and interior of CPm;n using the
Theorem 2.1 (iv) characterization.
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Theorem 4.3. Let T 2 CPm;n; and suppose there exist A1; A2; : : : ; An 2 Mn;m
and .dij / 2 PSDs such that hTi DPsi;jD1 dijAi ⊗K Aj . Then
(i) If s < mn;T 2 bd.CPm;n/.
(ii) If s > mn but rank.dij / < mn;T 2 bd.CPn/.
Proof. Again by the Carlson’s theorem, we have that
hTi D
sX
i;jD1
dijAi ⊗K Aj D
sX
iD1
iBi ⊗K Bi;
where i’s are the eigenvalues of .dij / and Bi DPsiD1 uijAi where U D .uij / is
the unitary matrix that diagonalizes .dij /. If the hypotheses in (i) or (ii) hold, then
the above sum collapses into a sum of less that mn terms. By Theorem 4.1, T 2
bd CPm;n. 
We finish with the following results for the interior (and one for the extremals) of
CPm;n.
Theorem 4.4. Let T 2 CPm;n. Then T 2 int CPm;n iff there exist linearly inde-
pendent matrices A1; : : : ; Amn such that hTi DPmniD1 Ai ⊗K Ai .
Proof. The proof of this result follows from Lemma 4.1 and the fact that C  hi
gives an isometric isomorphism between CPm;n and PSDmn. 
Theorem 4.5. Let fA1; : : : ; Asg be a linearly independent set in Mn;m. Then:
(i) Psi;jD1 dijAi ⊗K Aj represents a transformation in the interior of CPm;n iff
s D mn and .dij / is positive definite.
(ii) PsiD1 dijAi ⊗K Aj represents an extremal of CPm;n iff .dij / is an extremal of
PSDs (here s can be any number less than or equal to mn).
Proof. As before,
sX
i;jD1
dijAi ⊗K Aj D
sX
iD1
iBi ⊗K Bi;
where the i’s are the eigenvalues of .dij / and Bj DPsiD1 uijAi withU D .uij /, the
unitary matrix that diagonalizes .dij /. Both (i) and (ii) will follow from Theorem 4.4
if we can show that the Bj ’s are linearly independent.
Suppose that there exist j 2 C where i D 1; : : : ; s such that PsjD1 jBj D 0.
Then
0 D
sX
jD1
jBj D
sX
jD1
j
sX
iD1
uijAi D
sX
i;jD1
juijAi:
Since the Ai’s are linearly independent,
Pn2
jD1 juij D 0 for every i. Thus
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1U.1/ C 2U.2/ C    C sU.s/ D 0;
where U.i/ represents the ith row of U. Since the rows of U are linearly independent,
j D 0 for every j. 
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